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Author & Motivational Speaker

With his big smile and even bigger personality, Richard Taylor hails from Chicago, IL. Growing up on the Southeast Side of 

Chicago, Richard was exposed to a number of unsettling issues in his youth; but he remained focused and maintained his 

stance as a positive influence for his peers. Richard dealt with insecurity, low self-esteem, and feelings of worthlessness that 

resulted from being bullied and ridiculed in his childhood. These issues followed him into young adulthood and later 

contributed to self-destructive behavior.

  Now at the age of 25, Richard Taylor is on a mission to be one of the influential voices for his generation and the generations 

to come. His high-energy motivational series “Getting Over The Hump” and debut book “Unashamed” have quickly 

positioned him as one of the fastest growing speakers in the market. Richard’s story of overcoming morbid obesity, depression, 

suicide, failing in college and domestic abuse, has struck a change within high school and collegiate students through out the 

country. Richard inspires the masses to tap into their inner potential to create the change they want to see. 

Area’s Of Expertise 

Leadership Development

Decision Making

Character Development 

Mental Health

Health, Fitness & Wellness

Self-Respect & Self-Esteem 

Athletic Development

Educational Development

Gang Violence
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DEBUT BOOK: “UNASHAMED: THE PROCESS OF 

RECONSTRUCTION” 

Take Control over the Problems of your Life!

In a world where taboo issues like depression, suicide, obesity and abuse run 

rampant, this book comes at an ideal moment. These issues are shared by so many 

across the world, but aren’t discussed due to fear of judgement and repercussion. 

Unashamed is “written to break the silence and show people from all walks of life 

that they are not alone and can overcome every deterrent.”

In compelling, easy-to-read chapters, Richard L. Taylor Jr., shares his struggles 

with depression, failing in college, domestic abuse, and multiple suicide attempts 

just to name a few. He then shares advice and methods to overcoming his obstacles 

and helps the reader overcome theirs. This book will compel you to revisit the root 

of your issues in order to permanently close the door and move forward.

Reviews on “Unashamed The Process of Reconstruction”
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